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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let + = (& ,..., 4,): R -+ [w” be a continuously differentiable function, and 
letp = (p, , _, pm) be an m-tuple of positive numbers. Of concern is the following 
periodic initial value problem for a single conservation law in m variables: 
(t 3 0, x E W), (1) 
40, x) = f%(x) (x E Rrn), (2) 
u(4 x + P) = u(4 x) (t > 0, x E EP). (3) 
In 1972, M. G. Crandall [4] solved (l), (2) by associating with this problem a 
contraction semigroup on Li(5P). Here we prove an analogous result for (l), 
(2), (3). 
DEFINITION 1. Let X be the Banach space of (equivalence classes of) locally 
integrable, p-periodic functions on EP with the norm ljfjl = Jo, If(x)/ dx, 
where Q, = {(xi ,..., x,) E ET”: 0 < xi <pi for 1 < i < m}. If  v  E X fl L”( FP), 
then we will say that v  is in the domain of A, and A,v = w provided that 
w E X, v  is the a.e. limit of a sequence of continuous functions, and 
for all nonnegativefE Com(Qp) and all k E R; here sign,(s) = s/j s 1 for s # 0 and 
sign,(O) = 0. (Necessarily w = -xz, (a/&J (&(u)) in the sense of distribu- 
tions, but an “entropy condition” is built into this definition, cf. [4].) 
THEOREM. The closure A of A, is densely defined and m-dissipative on X; 
hence (by [5]) it generates a strongly continuous contraction semigroup {T(t); t 3 0) 
of operators on X. If  u(t) = T(t) u. for uO E X, t > 0, then u is the unique solution 
of (l)-(3) irz the sense of Ben&m [I], in the sense of Kruikov [ 131. 
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For motivation and background material on conservation laws, see e.g. Lax 
[15]. The discovery that L1-norm is the right norm for semigroup purposes was 
made by Quinn [17]. 
We remark that our definition of the domain of A, is more restrictive than the 
definition given by Crandall [4]. Th e p roof of the dissipativity, which is patterned 
after Crandall’s proof, requires the construction of Kruikov type test functions 
having special periodicity and symmetry properties. The proof of the “m" part 
(or range condition) is more complicated than Crandall’s because of the extra 
requirements for a function to be in the domain of A0 . 
This paper is based on the author’s Ph.D. thesis written under the super- 
vision of Prof. Jerome A. Goldstein. I would like to thank him for his invaluable 
advice and encouragement. 
2. NOTATION 
Let Q=={(xr ,..., x,)~!?‘?: O<xi<p,,i=l,..., m} for O<pi~tR, 
i = l,..., m. Hereafter p = (pi ,..., pm) E R” is fixed. Let + = (+r ,.,., +m): 
R -+ Rm satisfy $(O) = 0 and 4 is continuously differentiable. Let u: Iw” + R, 
and let U, = (uz ,..., U, ) be the gradient of u. Let 4 = (& ,..., $A), d(u), = 
+‘(u) . u, = C~=~$~(U) uzi where . is the Euclidean dot product. We will write 
I/ . lip , II . 11~2 for II . h0,) , II . ~IH~(o,) respectively. 
We regard the Lebesgue space L*(Q,) and the Sobolev space iY”(Q,) as real 
Banach spaces. Let Cprn = Cup = (g E P( FP): g(x + ji) = g(x), for all 
x E R”, 1 < i < m}, where $i = (0 ,..., 0,~~ , 0 ,..., 0), pi being the i-th place. 
Next, set Com[Qs] = {f E Cga: f Ior, E Com(QD)}, the subscript 0 standing for 
compact support. 
Our basic Banach space will be X = {f : [wm --f R:f is measurable f(z + hi) 
=f(x), for all x E R”, i = I,..., m,flop E closure of Cpw inL?(Q,) norm} equip- 
ped with the L1(Qp) norm. X is a real, separable, nonreflexive Banach space, 
isomorphic toLl(Q,). The norm in X will be denoted by 11 . iI1 . 
3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
Remark 1. A, is a single-valued function and for z, E D(A,), A,v = -($(v))~ 
in the sense of distributions. 
Proof. Letting k 3 11 w Ijrn in (I), we get 
for alIfE ~o"[QDl,f> 0, since Jo 4(k) .fz dx = CL Jo: h(k) (f (Pii) - f (R>) d4 
= 0 whereQi = JJIj+ (0, pk), d&‘= dXl ... dxiel dxi+l .‘. dx, ,pi = (~1 ,..., Xi-l, 
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pi 3 xi+1 T*‘*t XJ, Ui = (Xl ,..., Xi-1 , 0, xi+r ,..., x,). Letting k < - [I V /Im in (I), 
we get similarly 
\ WW -f&9 - 44f(41 dx 3 0 
“0, 
for all f E C,-,m[Q,], f > 0. Hence 
s W(x)) . f&l - 44 f WI dx = 0 o, 
for all f e C,,m[QJ, f > 0. 
Since the linear span of the set {f E C,,“[QJ: f 3 0} is dense in Com[Q,], 
hence we get by a standard passage to the limit, 
i‘ o, [+W)> *f&4 - ~@)f(41 dx = 0 
for all f E Com[QP], thus w = -(+(v(x)))~ in the distribution sense. i 
DEFINITION 2. Let U: FP ---f R be measurable. Then sgn u = {s: Iw” ---f R: 
s is measurable, 1 s(x)] < 1 a.e. and s(x) U(X) = ! u(x)/ a.e.}. 
LEMMA 1. Let uEX, VEX, cuEsgnu. If so,wdx 30, then 
II u + hv Ill 3 II 24 Ill for all h 3 0. 
Proof. Since j 24 + Av 1 > / CL 1 1 u + hv 1 = 1 a(u + hv)l > a(24 + hv) = 
/ u 1 + horv, a.e. in Q, , hence I/ u + hv /II = Jo, I u + Av / dx > Jo, 1 u I dx + 
~~ou~~d~3~o,I~Id~=/l~I~~. I 
4. THE DISSIPATIVE PROPERTY 
THEOREM 1. Let A, be given by Definition 1. Then A,, is dissipative. 
Proof. The proof is long and will be done in a number of parts. Let 
u, v E D(A,), w = A,v, z = A,u. What we must show is that 11 v - u - 
A(w - z)lI, 2 11 u - v II1 for all X > 0. 
Let &xl Y) E CoYQ, x Qd, and extend it to R’” x [w” by periodicity. Set 
k = u(y), f (x) = g(x, y) in (1) and th en integrate this over Q, with respect to y; 
we get 
s o xo QndW - U(Y)) [(5+(x)) - 4WN . g&, 34 - 44 g(xl 391 dx dY P n 
> 0. (2) 
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Interchange U, z, and z, w and x, y, we get another inequality symmetric to (2); 
adding these two gives us 
I o xg ~kn&@) - U(Y)) G#J(+>) - MY))) * (8, + g,) - (w(x) -- 4y)lg) dx 4 
P n 
>, 0. (3) 
By periodicity of the integrand, we get from (3) 
s +n&(x) - U(Y)) (#+9) - d(4rN * (g, + g,) - (w(x) - 4y))g) dx 4 
%J 
30 
where R, = JJz, Rpi and Rpi is the bounded region in the xi - yi plane 
bounded by the four lines xi = fyi , xi = 2pi 5 yi; it has the property that 
under the coordinate transformation (x, y) ++ ((x + y)/2, (x - y)/2), we have R,+Q, x p, and the Jacobian is one. 
Now let 6” E X satisfy the following conditions: Sk E C,,W[Q,] is non-negative, 
JQ,S” = 1, k = 1,2,... and supp Sk Ior, C J-JZ, [Ed”, ~~“1 with 0 < eil; < cek + 0 
as k+ co. (Thus ak lo9 is supported in a small box close to the origin.) Let 
f E Com[Q,l, f >, 0 and set g(x, y) =f((x + y)/2) a’((~ - y)/2) in (3). Let 
25 = x + y, 27 = x - y in this result to obtain 
Let I,(T) denote the integral in [...I in the above inequality. Since f E C,,m[Qp], 
If(~) is bounded, and we have 
Now choose a sequence {nk} C W such that 1 qk / + 0 and lim,,, lf(~k) = 
lim s”p1ni->01f(7)). Let ak(t) = Signo(u(t -t vk) - u(t - ?k)) E S&v(t + Tk) - 
u(t - qk)). 
LEMMA 2. Let X0 be a real separable Banach space and Xz its dual. Let 
H(x) = {x* E Xgh: (x, x*) = 11 x I/ and 11 x* 11 < l}, where (x, x*) denotes the oalue 
ofx* at x. Let {xk} c X,, and x$ E H(x,) for k = I, 2,.... If {xk} conveYges strongly 
in X0 to x, then {A$} has a subsequence {xn*,} convergent weakly-star to an element 
x* of H(x). 
40 9/75/I-‘3 
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Proof. See Lemma 4.2 of [4]. l 
Set X,-, = X, xk = w(. + vk) - u(. - 7J in the above lemma; we get that 
(Y~~ (= 2:) has a weakly-star convergent subsequence, still denotes by ollc for 
typographical convenience, convergent to an element (Y E sgn(v - u) == 
H(v - 21). Since 
f&3 (4(f46 + 4) - $(4t - 4)) +A0 (=Gf -t 4 - 45 - 17)) ELYQ?J? 
considered as a function of [ with 7 fixed, hence 
0 < hn+\up If(~) = Fq% 1,(7J 
i 
(4) 
1 a(t) [(+(u(t)) - C@(5))) .f&t) + (w(E) - .G))f(4)] 8. 
- Q,, 
LEMMA 3. Let u, z’, 4, OL be as above and let E > 0. Then there exists an 
f~ COm[Q,] such that 
Proof. For given E > 0 let uj , V~ be continuous functions converging to 
u, v  a.e. as i- cc respectively. (Cf. Definition 1.) Then by Egorov’s theorem 
(see [I I]), there is an A C Q, of arbitrarily small Lebesgue measure (depending 
on c) such that uj ---f u, v, -+ v  uniformly on B = Q,\!A; hence u, v  are continuous 
on B. (How large the measure p(A) should be will be specified later when we 
symmetrize A.) Moreover, we can choose x0 and 8 (depending on xc,) such that 
the following two conditions are satisfied. First, 
,@‘i(A n WI < + for i = I ,..., m (5) 
where Pi is the projection (E, ,..., 6,) w (E, ,..., ki-, , fi+, ,..., f,& Ci = 
(0, p,) x ‘.’ x (0, pi-,) x Go ~ 6, x0 + 6) u (p, - .ql - 6, p, - x0 +- 6)) x 
(O,p,,r) x ... x (0,&J, p > i/&(v) - &(u)I~~ (for i = I,..., m) is fixed, and p 
is the Lebesgue measure on KY-l. Secondly, 
(6) 
for i = I ,..., m where x0$ = (tl ,..., tzml , x0 , tztl ,..., 5,) and 1 t - zooi < 6 
and 5, xoi E B. 
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By enlarging B (and diminishing A) if necessary, we may suppose that the 
Lebesgue measure of A satisfies p(A) < ,/12/3m, and moreover, A is symmetric 
with respect to both xoi and (5, ,..., tieI , pi - x0, &+, ,..., f,,) for each fixed 
(51 ,.“, 55-l , Ei,, ,..*, 5,). Let I!?,~ = {gi = (E, ,..., &r , &+r ,..., &): ~(3:) = 
v(%~~) or u(pi - x0) = v(p, - x0), where xoi = (E, ,..., Eiml , zq, , &+r ,..., f,,) 
and pi - x0 = (t, ,..., tiA1 , pi - x0 , &+l ,..., L)}, and for y > 0 let E(y) be 
the y-neighborhood of the boundary aEoi of E,i in P,(B). 
Then choose an co > 0 (depending on C) such that p(Ei(c,)) <: .s/12fim. Now 
diminish 6 (depending on co) if necessary so that the sets Eli, Ezi C P,(B) 
satisfy the following properties: 
__- 
Eli = {& E Pi(B)\Ei(ro): a(~,) = a(xo - &) # 0 
and 4pi - x0 + ti) = a(p, - x0 - &) # 0, for ti E [0, a]}, 
Ezi e {& E P,(B): a(%;) = O}\(EIi u Ei(co)) 
and Eli U Ezi U Ei(eo) = P,(B) and Eli, Ezi, Ei(eo) 
are mutually disjoint. 
Let f(5) = FIZ, f&7 where fi E Com(O, pi), 
supp $$, c [x0 - 6, X0 + S] u [p, - x0 - 6, pi - X” -t 61, 
1 
and the derivatives df</dti l~z,-a,r,+s~ 3 0, df&& /[p,-z,-~.Dp-z,+a~ G 0 are sym- 
metric with respect to x0 , pi - x0 respectively. Then 
(7) 
But, letting xa denote the characteristic (or indicator) function of the set A, we 
get 
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where we have used (5) in the last inequality and the facts 
Thus we have 
(9) 
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We now consider the cases of I, and I3 . 
If li E Eli, then a(xO + (4J = a(xO - ti) # 0 for ti E [0, 61, where x0 f E, = 
(51 P-*-Y 5i-1 7 xO f Ei 3 5i+l Y**‘? 5,) respectively with [i fixed, and 
(by a change of variable and symmetry of dfi/d[i and B) 
=~~aa(Xo+Ei)~(9i(v(xo+51))-k(~(xo+5i))~ 
0 
- (4i(v(xo - ti>) - +i(“(xO - 5i)))l 3 (X0 + 6i) XB(~=) d5, 1 
G ess SUP I +i(v(xO + Ei)) - +iC”Cxo + till 
C~dO.61 
-- 
- (a4xo - is)) - 4iwo - 5iN)l 
by (6). Thus we get 
If gi E Ezi, then 01(xgi) = 0 and 
< IS ’ a(xo + 5i) (+i(vT)(xO + 5i)) 0 
- - 
- +i(“(xO + ti))) $ CxO + 5i) XBCxO + 4i) dti / 
+ 1 Jo6 a(xo - ti) (diCvCxO - fi)> 
- +i(u(xo - ti))) $& (~0 - ti) XBcxO - ti) dti I < 
6m EL Pj 
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by (6). Hence we get 
Thus from the above inequalities for II , Z, , Ia and (9) together with the pro- 
perties off, we get 
Hence, by (7), (8), (IO), we get Lemma 3. 1 
Next we choose a sequence {GJ of positive real numbers decreasing to zero 
and the corresponding sequence {f”} C C,m[Q,] as in Lemma 3. Then by (4), 
we have 0 < so, a[($(~) - $(u)) ftk - (w - z) f “1 d[ for each k, and 
so, “bw - 4(u)> .fEk d6 - 0 as k--f co by Lemma 3, then letting k ---f co, it 
follows easily that j”o, a( [) (w(t) - z(t)) d& > 0. Then from Lemma 1, it 
follows that 11 u - u - h(w - z)lil > /I z1 - u Ill for h 3 0. Since u, v  E D(A,) 
and w E A,v, x E A,u were arbitrary, the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. I 
5. THE STATIONARY PROBLEM WITH c$' BOUNDED 
THEOREM 2. Let 4 E C’( R, Ii?!?) with 4’ b ounded and unzformly continuous, and 
let A, E > 0. Then for each h E X with h 1 o, E L2(Q2,), there is a u E X such that 
u loo E NYQ,) and 
u + A$(& - EAU = h. (11) 
Proof. Define B by Bu = 4(u), = b’(u) u, for u in X, = (U E X: u /o, E 
Hl(Q,)}; X, is a Banach space under the norm I/ u /iH1 = jJ u IIHl(o,) For future 
use we define X2 = (U E X: u /o, E H2(Q,)}, which is a Banach space under the 
norm II 24 II.Y~ = II 24 I/Hvo,) . 
View B as a mapping from X, to X2, where X2 = {u E X: u /o, fL2(QD)} is a 
Banach space under the norm 11 u II2 = 11 u /lLzta,) . Since $’ is bounded we have 
II VW *,, Iii G 4 II uzi 11; Y 
for some constant k, . Hence we have the estimate 
~1 Bu 112 < mk, ~1 u I I-I’ . (12) 
We will use the following lemma to get the existence of the solution of (11). 
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LEMMA 4. Let H be a Hilbert space, TI a non-negative self-adjoint linear 
operator in H and T,: D(T,) C H + H be a single-valued operator with properties 
D( T,) 2 D( TI) and satisfy the following four conditions: 
(i) (Tz(u), u) = 0 for u E D(T,). 
(ii) There is a k < 1 and a function K: W - R such that u E D( TJ and 
jj u 11 < M imply ii(I + T,) (u)ii < k I! T,(u)11 + K(M), where I: H + H is the 
identity map. 
(iii) If I’_C D( TI) and T,r are bounded, then T,: r-t Y is continuous from 
the relative weak topology on I’ to the weak topology on H. 
(iv) lim (u + T,u + T,u, 4 = Go 
~PD(T,) 
lI4I-t~ II 4 
Then the map u w u + T,(u) + TI(u), u E D(T,) is onto H. 
Lemma 4 is a very special case of Theorem 2 of H. Brezis’ paper [2]. We will 
not prove it here. 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 2, let H = x”, T, = AB, TI = -ed on 
D( TI) = {U E X: u lo, E ZP(Q,)}; here A has periodic boundary conditions, so 
TI is nonnegative self-adjoint. 
In order to apply the previous lemma, we prove that the conditions (i), (ii), 





4;(s) s ds - ~oU(?$;(s) s ds = 0 
by periodicity, for a.e. (5, ,..., fi-1 , Ei+r ,..., 5,) where ri = (er ,..., tie, , ri , 
&,I Y...> 5,) and pi + ri = (tl ,..., ti-r , pi + ri , Si+r ,..., 5,) are points of 
continuity of u. It follows that 
(But 4 = s,, f(u) * uu, dx = ‘$ joV&(u) uuzi dx == 0. 
Next we prove (ii). Since we have (see [9]), f  or some fixed C > 0 and suffi- 
ciently small y  > 0, 
s,, I uzi I2 dx G Y jon I u,,zi I2 dx + : j. I u I2 d.r 
1) 
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for u E X such that u lo n E H2(Q,), hence we get 
for all y > 0 and some (possibly different) C > 0. It follows that 
But there is a constant C, such that for all u E X with u lo, E H2(Q,), we have 
I! u I~IP d C,(l~ Lb II2 + II 24 112). 
(See [3].) Hence we get 
il II uzi II2 G YG II Au II2 + (YG + $) I/ u l/2 . 
It follows that 
I/ u + M4, II2 < GC,Y II Au !I2 + C, [AC2 (G + 5) + l] II u II2 , 
where C2 = max,,~,i=l,...,, I vW>l and G is a fixed constant satisfying // u II2 < 
Cs Ij u /I2 for all u E X with u /o EL~(Q& W e c h oose y small enough such that 
K = K’,C,y < 1. This verifies (ii). 
For (iii), let {Us} and (-EAu~} are bounded in X2, thus (ul} is bounded in Xs2. 
Then by an imbedding theorem (see [7]), we can assume z+ + u in Xr2; otherwise 
replace {uI} by a convergent subsequence. Since {Bu,} is bounded by (13), the 
proof of (iii) will be complete if we show Bu, + v weakly in X2 implies z, = Bu 
weakly in X2. To see this, we need another lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let u1 --+ u in X2 as l---f co and let #J’ be bounded and uniformly 
continuous. Then (&(u,)),~ -+ (&(u))~~ weaklyinX2asl-+~foreachi= I,...,m. 
Proof. Let v E X2. Sincef, ---f f in X2 as n -+ co if and only if so,g, -+ 0 as 
n -+ cc where g, = j fn - f I2 > 0, these equivalent conditions imply that for 
any positive integer j, there is an N(j) > 0 such that 0 < so, g, < l/j2 for 
k 3 N(j). Let Bjk = (x E Q1, / gk(zc) 2 l/j}. Then we have 0 < (l/j) p(Bj,) < 
SL$Jk G Jo,g, < l/3 ‘2, hence ,u(B?,) < l/j for k >, N(j). And so as j + CO, 
jBjlc I v I2 dx ---f 0 for v E Lz(Q,). Take fk = uli , f = u above. Thus for any j, 
k > N(j) implies / uk(x) - u(x)l” < 1 ij for x E Q, - Bi,, , since uk -+ u in X2 
as k-t co. 
Let ZI ELM be fixed but arbitrary. Since 4; is bounded, for any n, there 
is a j, such that se,, j v I2 dx < l/n(2M + 11 u II:), where M = SUP$,~ 1&(x)i2, 
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forj > j0 . Moreover we may suppose j x - y I2 < l/j,, implies / &(x) - &(y)/” 
-=I lln(2M + II v II3 since C#I~ is uniformly continuous on R. Now, for any n, 
take j = j,, and N(j) as above. Then for all K >, N(j), we have for 
Ik = I(CI@k) - 4X*)) fJ I27 
s *, KWk) - M4) 2,I2 dx 
< SBikIk dx +I I, dx O,\fJik 
by our choice of j. Hence 
Note that (&uk) - $1(u)) v E X2. Thus 
I(&(*k) uk,i - d:(d %< 7 ‘>I 
for B E X2, and the right hand side approaches zero as k + co. Hence Lemma 5 
is proved. 1 
We return to the application of Lemma 4. By 
we see that $‘(uk) uk +$‘(u) U, weakly and that Bu, + v weakly implies 
z, = Bu weakly. Hence’(iii) is verified. 
For (iv), we have 
pi pi - I U,,Q dx, = s u;, dxi 0 0 
by periodicity as before. Thus we have (-<AU, u) = -•E EL, Jb, uzisiu dx = 
E II U, 11:. Since (T+, U) = (--E&, U) = E /I U, 11: > 0 and (T,u, U) = 0, we have 
(* + T,* + Tz*, 4 > Cl II * 11% > c, II u l/2 - o. 
II * II2 ’ II~IIZ 
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as 11 u //a + co, where C, , Ca are constants independent of u, and for the second 
inequality see [7]. Thus (iv) is verified. 
Hence the hypothesis of the Lemma 4 is verified, and since Theorem 2 
follows immediately from Lemma 4, the proof of the theorem is complete. 1 
LEMMA 6. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold. Let u E X with u j o, E H2(Q,) 
satisfy (ll), where h E X is such that h io D gLY(Q,) nL2(QD) and // u /In < 11 h & . 
Proof. We treat the case 1 < q < CO first. Choose a sequence of monotone, 
piecewise smooth, odd functions {o~~.~}lm,i such that 
(i) v? CY~,~(Y) = / r In--l sign, r for r E R, --f 
(ii) I y 1-l 3 I %,dY)l for r E R. (13) 
The property (13) may be restated as 
%,1(Y) 2 I %,d~P’ q’ = -!L q- 1’ if q>l. 
Multiplying (11) by OI*,~(U) and integrating over Qp gives us 
(14) 
s o, [U%,M + M&T&) - 44 ~,.duN dx 
s 
(15) 
= o, hOlq,&d x G II h llcz II lima, , 
where the right hand side is finite by (13) or (14) u lol, and ar,,,(u)lo, ELM 
for the following reasons. First, since (13) (ii) implies 1 r /g = 1 r l(c-l)*’ 3 
/ ao,l(~)l’J’, thus if 4 = 2, 4’ = 2, we have u lo, ELM, which implies B~,~(u)/~, E 
L2(Qp). I f  4 f  2, by (1 I), we have uc+r(u) > 1 ar,,r(u)l@ or 
by (13) (ii). Also 
smce 01~,r is monotone, where in the equality we have used the fact 
(17) 
= i,“’ [~+,,(41~, 4 = i.“+” [uri~,,du)]xi dxi = 0 
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here again pi + ri , ri are points of continuity of u and uz, , and we have used 
the periodicity of u. This gives 
Also, 
I’M4 ~,p,&) dxi = joD’ ( jou ~4s) C;(s) d~)~, 4 
z 
(18) 
= jTy+” (joU Olg,l (s) c+;(s) ds)z. dx< = 0 , 
consequently we have so, +(u)~ 01*,r (J dx = 0. Using (16), (17), (18) in (IQ we 
get Jo, I a,~(u)l~ dx < II h /IQ I/ ~,Au)llQ~ or (Jo, I sdu)I* dx)liq < II h Ilq . Since 
I a,,I(u)lQ’ -+ uQ as I -+ co, the result follows from Fatou’s lemma. 
Next we treat the case p = co. If M 3 h+ a.e., then subtract M from both 
sides of (1 l), and multiplication by (u - M)+ (the positive part of u - M) yields 
Since 
(u - M) (24 - kq+ + Al+(u), (24 - Aq+ - E(h) (u - M)” 
= (h - M) (24 - llq+ < 0. 
= jpitri (j);(s) (s - M)+ ds) dxi = 0 
vi xi 
we get so, b(u), (u - M)+ dx = 0. By 
jDi uzi,& - M)+ dx, = jpi+ri uzizi(u - A!!)+ dxi 
Ti 




u;* g (s - Aq+ dx GO, 
Ti s=u 
since 
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and since u, = 0 ae. on {x: U(X) = M}. (See [18].) Thus Jo, uziri(u - M)+ dx 
d 0 or so, (~II) (U - M)+ dx < 0. So 
I (2, [(u - M)+J2 dx = j B, (u - M)+ (u - M)- dx + s,, [(u - M)+J2 dx 
=s 
(u - M) (u - M)+ dx < 0 
0, 
which implies (u - M)+ < 0 or u < M a.e. 
A similar estimate gives us that if M > h- = max(O, --h), then -M < u a.e. 
Since we can take M = 11 h Ilrn , the proof is complete. m 
For m satisfying 1 < m < 5 and h E Cgm, if u satisfies (1 l), then u E C( !R”) 
(after correction on a small set), by an argument using the Sobolov imbedding 
theorem; we omit the proof. For m 3 6 we require more machinery to establish 
continuity of u. We shall use the following theorem from [14]. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that the function q(x, u, r), i = I ,..., m, and a(x, u, r) 
are defined for x EG C R”, u E R, r E FP, and that they satisfy the conditions: 
~llai(x.u,r)l(l + IrI1-t l&,u,r)l SAIu/)(l + IrUn, (*) 
where / Y j = (x: t 1 rt2 ) It2 and p(t) is a positive nondecreasing continuous junction, 
and v(t) is a positive nonincreasing continuous function, and the constant n satisfies 
n > 1. Here D is a bounded region with a smooth boundary. Then an arbitrary 
bounded generalized solution u(x) of 
f  J- a,(x, u, u,) + a@, u, u,) = 0 
is1 3% 
belongs (after correction on a set of measure zero) to the class C,,,(sZ) of Hijlder 
continuous functions with exponent a > 0 depending on M = ess maxo I u(x)/ 
and the constants n, v(M), and p(M). 
COROLLARY 1. Let the hypothesis of Theorem 2 be satisjied and h I o, E L”(Q,). 
Then if u satisfies (1 l), it follows that u E C(Q,) after correction on a null set. 
Proof. Choose an open ball B, in iw” centered at the origin and with radius p 
such that Q, C B,. a(x, u, uz) = h - u - 
h I& d:(u) uxi 
Letting ai(x, u, uJ = 6uZi , 
th e corollary follows easily from the above theorem and 
Lemma 6. 
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?kEOREM 4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold and let u, v E X with 
24 IQ, Y * IQ, E WQ,) n C@*) satjsfy 
u + A$(u)~ - EBU = h 
v + Acj(v)e - dtv = g 
for E > 0. If g, h E X with g io, , h j Q, E L1(Q,), then 
ll(u - v)’ II1 < II@ - d’ iI1 . 
Proof. Define 
and define #I by I& = (@I)+, Z&(O) = 0. Let 1 > f > 0, f E Com[Qa] and w = 
u - v. Then 
w + A(+) - $(v))~ - EAW = h - g. 
Multiplying the above by &(w)f and integrating over QS yields 
since 0 < #if < 1 and Jo &f(h - g) dx < Ij(h -g)+ II1 . NOW &(w) E x12, 
&’ B 0, f > 0, SO by [wzi$fw)f]~j~~ = 0, for f~ COa[QzI], we have 
thus we get so, (Jw) &(w)f d.~ < JO, h(w) of dx. 
Letting Z-t co yields 
liT+%up 
I 
- (dw) &(w)fdx > - 1 w+Af dx (20) 
0,s QP 
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where we have used the fact w lo, EL~(QJ by Lemma 6. Next 
z - 6, JK(w) (dG4 - 4(v)) . wzfdx - jQ,, 1cr;W (#4 - 4W) .f, dx 
(21) 
where Q, = {x EQ,: 1 U(X) - v(x)~ < I/l} and we use the fact that 4;(w) ~7: 0 
off Q, and the boundary terms vanish byfe Com[QD]. For the first term we note 
that 
I #Y(w) (d(u) - 9(4)l < 1K I u - 2’ I < K 
on Q, , where K > / 4’ i is fixed. Hence by the dominated convergence theorem, 
where Q = nl Q, . But u = u on Sz implies w, = 0 a.e. on Q, so the integral on 
the right is zero. Thus by (22) and taking a suitable subsequence and applying 
Lemma 2 to (21) we get 
Iim ;up 
+ IO,, K(w) (C(u) - 4Wrf dx 2 - jQ,, w(w+) (4W - +W .fz dx. 
(23) 
Using (20) (23) in (19) and letting Z-t 00 yields 
s w+fdx- E Q# IQ,, w+Vf) dx - jQ, w(wT) (#J@) - +N .f3: dx 
(24) 
for all f e Com[Qp], 1 >, f 3 0. 
We need the following two lemmas. Their proof are similar to the proof of 
Lemma 3, we omit it. (See [16].) 
LEMMA 7. For any E > 0, there is an f E Com[Q,] such that 
1 jQ (Sign,, w+) C+(u) - dd4) .f.T dx 1 < E 
I) 
for eachfixed u, v  E C(Q,), where ZL’ == u - v  and w ! is thepositivepart of u - v. 
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LEMMA 8. In Lemma 7, we can pick f~ COm[Q9] with f(k) = n,“=,fi(ti) 
satisfying the following: 
are symmetric with respect to x,, - 812, x0 f  612, pi - x,, - 612, pi - x,, + 812 
respectively, where Ii1 = [x0 - 6, x,], Ii2 = [x0, x0 + 61, Ii3 = [pi - x0 - 6, 
Pi - %I, Ii4 = [Pi - x0 , pi - x0 + 61. Moreover, f  can also be chosen to satisfy 
wfdfdx <E 
for any given E > 0. 
Now choose a sequence {Q.} of positive numbers decreasing to zero and the 
corresponding {f “} C Cow[Q,] satisfying Lemmas 7 and 8. Set f  = f k in (24) 
and let k + co to obtain 
s wc dx = 0, j op tu - v)+ dx < l!(g - h)+ 111 . 
The proof of Theorem 4 is complete. a 
COROLLARY 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 be satisfied. Let u, v  E X be 
such that u loB , v  /o B E H2P2A n a?,) and 
u + A(+(u))~ - EAU = h 
v  + h(+(v))Z - EAV = g 
where h,g E X. Then // u - v  Ii1 < 11 u - v  /iI. Moreovu, zf g I>, h a.e., then 
v  > u a.e. 
Proof. Take I& = (@;)- in the proof of the above theorem; the arguments in 
the proof of Theorem 4 yield ~I(u - v)) Ii1 < ll(h - g)) /I1 . Then g 3 h a.e. 
implies v  > u a.e. Moreover, 
I! u - v 111 = lI(u - a)+ Ill i ll(u - a)- l/l < II@ - cd’ Ill + I!(h - d- II 
=Ilh-gll,. I 
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6. THE RANGE CONDITION 
Let X0 = {u E X: u 1 o, E C(QJ} = X 17 C( FP). 
THEOREM 5. Let+ E Cl. Let A, begiven by Dejnition 1. Then R(I - hA,) 3 X, 
for X > 0. Let T,: X0 ---f X1 be the restriction of (I - A&,-l to X, . I f  g, h E X,, , 
then the following statements hold: 
(i) For I < q < co, h E x”, T,h E Xv and /i T,h l/G < I/ h IIQ . 
(ii) - (1 h- (I= ,< T,,h < I/ h+ jln a.e. 
(iii) ll(T$ - Td+ Ill < 11th - d+ Ill . 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that 4(O) = 0. Choose a 
sequence {V}T=i of C1 functions from R to [w” such that y(O) = 0, (V) is 
bounded on R, and {V}& converges to #J in W&~(R), that is, {@}~=i converges to 
# and (@) converges to 4’ uniformly on compact sets. Given h > 0 and 
j = 1, 2,... define T,,j: X0 - X by T,,jh = u and u + A@(u)= - (l/j) Au = h. 
T,,j is well-defined by Theorems 2, 4 and Lemma 6 and it has the properties 
claimed for T, in this theorem by Lemma 6, Theorem 4, and Corollary 2. By 
Corollary 2 and the translation invariance of TA,j , we have so, / Z+(X + y) - 
uj(.x)l dx < Jo, ! h(x + y) - h(x)1 dx holds for ally E R”. Hence {uj} is relatively 
compact in Xn for 1 < q < cc. (See [S].) Thus th ere is a subsequence {z+ci,} of 
{uj} which converges a.e. and in X to a limit u E X. We denote this convergence 
by +; thus ujci) --f-f u. Let f  E C,m[Q,] and @ = @I for some 1, where the 
function Q2 is defined as in the proof of Theorem 4. Multiply by @‘(z+)f the 
equation satisfied by uj . Integrating over Q, yields 
JQ, !uj@‘(uj) f - ‘\(@‘(uj)~(uj) - @‘(~)#W) .fz + h (j-&y’ @“(s) 4’(s) ds) ..f,, 
+ + P”W I u,, I”f - Wj) df )I dx 
=I h@‘(ui) f  dx Q, 
for all k E R, where we have used 
a’(q) ~(uJz = (J’:’ P(s) (@)’ (s) ds), 
= ([W(s) +‘(s)];::~ - I’ W(s) $3(s) ds), 
= (@‘(Uj)@(Uj) - @‘(k)+p) - j”’ W(s)@(s) dsix 
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and 
J,,, (AZ4.j) @‘(Uj)fdX = - S,, I Zljz 1’ @“(Uj)fdX - J Ujp ’ @‘(#j)fz dX 
0, 
where we have used 
I %x 0, 
* @‘(uj) fi dx = lop @(u& . fg dx = - j-*, Q(q) Af dx. 
Since @” 3 0 and f > 0, the term involving a”(~+) / ujG j”f is nonnegative. 
Moreover 11 uj Ilrn < 11 h Ilm , so so, @(z+) Af dx is bounded inj. 
Letting j tend to co through the subsequence {j(z)} and using convergence 
ujti) ++ u and 4i --+ 4, (V)’ -+ 4’ uniformly on compact sets yields 
for f  E CaW[Q,], f  > 0, k E R. Next let a(s) = 4$(s - k) and I -+ co. Since 
u @T(s - k) C(s) ds = sign,(u - K) 4(K) 
hence 
for all k E R and nonnegative f  in CO”[Q,]. S’ mce u is unique by dissipativeness 
of A,, it follows that Emi+, T,,jh 3 T,h holds with convergence in X. The 
conditions that have been established for T,,j are preserved under Ll conver- 
gence, and so the proof is complete. 1 
MAIN THEOREM. Let I$ E Cl(R, tV). Then the closure A of A, satisJies the 
assumption of the Crandall-Liggett gemzration theorem [5]. 
Proof. First we note that the closure A of A,, is dissipative since A,, is. 
Moreover, if h E X, h lo, E U(Q,), let {h,} C X0 satisfy h, --f h; this can be done 
since X,, is dense in X. Then (T,,h,} is Cauchy in X since TA is a contraction and 
T,O = 0. 
Let wk = (h, - T,h,)/X. If uk = T,,h, , then (I - hA,) uk = h, , hence 
24 k- XA,,u, = hk or (h, - u,J/h = -A,u, = -A,T,h, . Also {wk} is Cauchy in 
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X. If T,,h, + v, wk + w, then w E -Av and h = v  + hw E R(I - hA) by 
wk = (l/h) (h, - T,h,) implies h +- h, = T,h, + hw, + v  + hw, wk E 
--AoT,h, , --A, 3 (T&l, , wk) + (v, w) E -A, thus h == v  + hw E (I - hA) w C 
R(I - AA). The assumption is verified, and the proof is complete. 1 
THEOREM 6. Let the assumptions of the Main Theorem hold, and let S be the 
semigroup of contractions on D(A) obtainedfrom A via the Generation Theorem [5]. 
Let v  E D(A) and t > 0. 
(i) I f  1 < q < 00 andv Io,~L~(QD) then S(t) v  Io,~L~(Q,) and // S(t) v  & 
G II v  Iln . 
(ii) If v IQ 31 E L”(Q,), then 
ss “= i- I W) VW - fs Ift + sknoW) V(X) - N bV(t) V(X)) - WI fz> dx dt 
for every f  (t, x) E Com((O, T) x Q,) such that f  > 0 and for every k E R and 
T > 0. 
Proof. (i) Let v lo, EL%(Q,). Define 
v,(x) = I n if v(x) > n v(x) if v(x) < n. 
Then v, lo” EL*(Q,) and /I v, lip < 11 v jln and v, -+ v in X. Then T,,v, = 
(.Z - hA)-1 v, + (I - hA)-l v and 
where the second inequality is given by Theorem 5(i). Since the solution u,(t) 
of the problem 
4) - uc(t - 6) - Au,(t) 3 0 fort 20 E 
u,(t) = uo for t < 0 
is given by u,(t) = (I - CA) ~;~~l’l--l where [t/E] is the greatest integer in t/e, 
hence we have II v, /IQ < 11 v [I* . While S(t) v = lim,,, v,(t), with convergence in 
X, hence II s(t) v Iln < II v IL . 
(ii) Let v jQZ, E L”(Q,) and v, satisfy 
‘dt) - ‘& - ‘1 _ Au,(t) 3 0 for t 3 0 
E 
l&(t) = v for t < 0. 
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Then w,(t) = (I - ,A,)-W-1 w for t > 0, and !I v<(t>& ,< )) 2, jjo for q = 1, a. 
Let v,(t, x) = v,{t) (x). By Definition 1, we have 
for every k E. R and nonnegative f E C,“((O, 7’) x Q,). Let h&t, x) z 
(~~(t, x) - k) sign,(wJt, x) - k) = ) ~~(1, x) - k \ . Notice that 
Using (29) and integrating (28) over 0 < t < 2’ yields 
NOW 
The first and the second integrals vanish for .z small enough since f E C,,m((O, T x 
8,). The convergence, vdt, x) -+ S(t) W(X) in X, uniformly in t as f 3 0 implies 
the third term tends to JiJoV 1 S(t) V(X) - k (A dx dt as l --+ 0, Hence (ii} 
follows from letting E + 0 in (30). 
Thus the proof of Theorem 6 is complete. # 
According to Theorem 6, the semigroup solution is a solution in the sense 
of Krufkov. In fact for the problem (DE), (IC), and (PC), assuming u0 f X and 
(b G Cl, the notions of limit solution, solution in tbe sense of Kruikov, and good 
integral solution are all equivalent. 
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